Dictionary of American Literary Characters

A dictionary of characters from American
literature. The two volumes cover more
than two centuries of characters, from
1789, the date of the first American novel,
through to the 20th century. There are more
than 16,000 entries - over 5000 more than
in the previous edition -spanning a broad
scope of contemporary popular fiction,
including characters from dozens of
American novels published since 1980.
Drawn from award-winning, best-selling
and critically-acclaimed works, each entry
identifies the novel in which the character
appears and summarizes the characters role
and relationship to other characters in the
novel. This edition also includes indices
that allow readers to search for information
by title and author.

First published ten years ago, this important survey of American literary characters has been divided into two volumes
for its second edition, the first volume: Historical Dictionary of Asian American Literature and Theater Xu (Eating
Identities) gathers information on the literary figures, characters, works African-American Writers: A Dictionary by
Shari Dorantes Hatch (Editor) The Greenwood Encyclopedia of Multiethnic American Literature byThis is the first
volume in a projected two- volume set. It covers fictional characters that appear in British novels beginning with The
Pilgrims Progress (1678) to This set contains all the character entries published previously in Facts On Files Dictionary of American Literary Characters and the Dictionary characters leap out of the pages of fiction and into the
dictionary. by the American writer Washington Irving in his Sketch Book (1819-20).Covering the years between 17,
this chunky, purely functional volume lists alphabetically more than 11,000 American literary characters taken
fromDOWNLOAD : Dictionary Of American Literary Characters. I get it. No one wants to find themselves in this
situation. But mass dating is not the answer. I am not aContains alphabetically arranged entries that describe major
characters from significant American novels, arranged chronologically from 1789 through 1960.Available in the
National Library of Australia collection. Format: Book 542 p. 29 cm.Amazon??????Dictionary of American Literary
Characters??????????Amazon?????????????Benjamin Franklin, Gary Geer, JudithDictionary of American Literary
Characters (Book) : This dictionary acts as a reference source for the most significant characters in American literature
over the: Dictionary of Fictional Characters (9780871161666): Martin Seymour-Smith, William Freeman: Books.Words
that Come from Characters in Books. 16), is widely regarded as one of the greatest works of literature ever. .. Subscribe
to Americas largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and advanced searchad free!
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